, there are rather strong grounds to assume that the Information is at most general fundamental concept and it can be represented as a mathematical set having unique properties; when the Matter (energy) and radiation are "the development" (realisation) of the Information. From this concept it follows also that the gravity force is quantized so this force should be stochastic if some small masses interact. A number of possible experiments intended for detection of the gravity randomness are considered.
INTRODUCTION
The informational approach [1] , [2] , means that anything in the World is transformations and interactions of some informational structures (IS) and that the elementary particles are some ISs which consist of some fundamental logical elements (FLE) of the information -an analogues of the logical elements in a computer. Correspondingly, and taking into account the "wave nature" of the particles in the Space and in the Time which follows from Schrodinger equation, it is possible to built two options of the informational currents (IC) -the time IC and the space IC, as well as one option for fixed information, using only the most common physical parameters and Planck's constant, h: 
-the space IC (s-IC):
-fixed information:
where с is the speed of light in vacuum;
is the Lorentz -factor of a particle movement; ∆M -angular moment of the particle. The dimensionality of the time and the space currents -[bit/s], the dimensionality of fixed information -[bit]).
It is known that among 4 fundamental forces -gravitational, weak, electromagnetic (EM), strong -at least for last 3 ones there exist the mediating particles to mediate the interaction between some particles. In the proposed model the mediating particle appears just naturally as this particle is some intermediate algorithm intended to synchronize and to unify in some part (on some time) the steps of t-ICs of interactive particles, if it is possible. Then the rate of unified steps of particles t-ICs ("common current"), multiplied, of course, by h, is the binding energy of the system. If the unification is impossible then a scattering occurs.
In rather cold Universe the forces between the particles relate, e.g., for the proton, as approximately 10 -36 : 10 -3 : 1 :10 3 . In framework of the informational model it is possible to explain this situation as:
-the gravity force is universal (regardless to the kind of particles) and acts always as an attraction. As it seems there is only one case to satisfy to this condition -if the gravitational binding energy of a system of some bodies is proportional to the accidental coincidence rate of the t-ICs of the particles of these bodies that always exists if the FLE's "switchings" time is not equal zero. From this suggestion it follows, that: (i) -the gravity force should be very weak, (ii) -possible special mediator's ("the graviton's") algorithm can be rather simple, and (iii) -the gravitational force is a result of the interactions of smallest (that aren't divided on a components in real conditions) particles that constitute the body; and -if a more complex binding algorithm, where the corresponding particle is a mediator, appears, the force increases crucially. And this force increases with the increase of complexity of the mediator, what is apparent on the example of photon and gluon; of the EM and strong forces.
For two bodies having masses m 1 , m 2 , placed on the distance between the bodies, r, the "Newtonian" binding energy is
where G is Newtonian constant of gravitation.
Base on assumptions above, in [1] , [2] it is shown that, under rather plausible assumptions, the binding energy can be expressed as follows.
Let the bodies consist of different elementary particles, e.g. body 1 consists of the I kinds of particles and body 2 -of K kinds of particles having, correspondingly the masses m 10i и m 20k .
So the bodies masses are equal
Assume further that: -the speed of the gravitational thread spreading is equal to the speed of light, c; -the t-(at least start/stop) and e-FLE's sizes are equal to Plank's length, l P ;
-gravitational cross section, if a particle of the kind i "radiates", σ i , is:
is the "elementary" cross section of the interaction of two FLEs,
, where λ iC is the Compton length of the "radiated" particle.
Assume, also, that: -the times, τ t , of the t-FLE's "switching" and of the interaction of the e-FLS and t-FLS, τ r are the same and are equal c P l
-a time gap, when the coincidence between the particles t-ICs is possible, -the "graviton" -appears, which exists during the interval c r t / = ∆ .
Then the coincidence rate in the body 2 when radiates the informational current of the body 1, N cc21 , is equal: 
Since the system is symmetrical, the sum coincidence rate of both bodies is equal 2 N cc21 and the binding energy is equal: 
where r h p / 0 ≡ ; ∆I 1,2 -are the mean increments of the bodies t-ICs for one Planck time.
From Eq.(7) it follows that E gI =E gN , and, what is important, that at every coincidence of the time ICs of the particles, the particle gets the momentum r h P / = ∆ . From Eq.(7) it follows also, that the value of the gravitational (coincidence rate) current in any particle is random in the time. Correspondingly so does the gravitational force that impacts on this particle and some uncertainty should appear at gravitational interaction of small masses. The detection of corresponding randomness of the gravity force (or some equivalent physical value) will be rather weighty evidence that suggested informational concept is true.
POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS

The experiments with measurement of gravitational force. Atoms interference [3].
If one of the masses is a gas (e.g. [3] ), then the distribution of the molecule momentums in the gas should have additional uncertainty in the direction to second body under gravitational impact of this body. That can result, in an additional uncertainty in the experiments intended for the measurement of Newtonian constant of gravitation.
Consider an example: -the mass of the body 2 is equal 100kg; -the gas in the body 1 is hydrogen; -the distance between the bodies, r, = 0.1 m. Then the mean "body 2" gravitational IC in a hydrogen atoms is equal ~0.17 s -1 , however, some atoms should have the IC equal ~ 5s -1 with the probability ~ 10 -6 . At every gravitational interaction the proton gets the momentum r h P / = ∆ what corresponds to the atom's shift at IC equal 5s -1 on 1 0 -5 m in the first second. Such a shift (or its some equivalent) can be, in principle, measured in an experiment, for example after some modification of the technique described in [3] .
The experiments with measurement of gravitational force. The "free -fall" experiment [4]
In the "free fall" experiment to determine the G-constant [4] a small test mass, m, falls in the Earth gravitational field disturbed by the "source mass", m 1 .
It can be easily shown that the total relative uncertainty of G-constant determination that appears because of the randomness of binding energy in the system [m -(M E +m 1 )] of the Earth and source mass is equal to:
where r is the distance between test and source masses, M E and R E are the mass and the radius of Earth, ∆t is the time constant of the instrument. Note, that the first term in square brackets is proportional to the density of the matter of a planet, so the uncertainty will be the same on any planet having the same density as Earth. So, for known accuracy of the technique, δ T , the test mass, under condition that the uncertainty due to the randomness of the gravity impacts is equal to the technique accuracy, should be equal to:
In the technique [4] these parameters are source mass, m 1 =500kg; accuracy, δ T ~10 -3 ; r~0.1m and ∆t ~0.01 s. For these values the test mass is equal to m ~ 2 .
10
-19 kg, i.e. ~ 10 8 H-atoms. On a satellite corresponding test mass is equal, m∼2 .
-11 kg also.
With the increase of r the tests mass increases. Note, however, that it follows simultaneously to the decrease of the force on the test mass what can result in the decline of the accuracy of the technique.
From (9) it also follows that the additional uncertainty in "classic" experiments, e.g. in the "timeof-swing" method [5] , is negligible since that the masses involved in these experiments are rather large.
The experiments with measurement of gravitational force. Photon experiment
It is rather obvious that the sensitivity of an experiment intended to reveal the randomness of the gravity force depends on the mass of test mass -the less test mass the more the sensitivity. The lightest material, as it seems now, is the light. To estimate the photon technique assume that a laser beam with light frequency, ν 0 , runs upward through some tube that has the length l and is mounted upright to the Earth surface. The "mass" of a single photon in this beam is equal 2 0 / c h m ν γ = , so the mean common gravitational t-IC, n γ , of a photon in Earth gravitation field is, in a first approximation, equal:
The time for the photon to fly through the tube is equal l/c, so the number of the gravitational interactions of a photon in the tube is a random number that is distributed under Poisson law: 
10
-16 N/l, and having the intensities that are proportional p(k). This effect can be, in principle, detected.
It is obvious, that if the initial beam propagates downward, the frequency shifts will be positive. It is obvious, also, that because of the uncertainty of gravitational interactions (Earth is rather large) the shifts in real experiment should have some dispersion.
CONCLUSION
The proposed above experiment versions are not simple -all are on the accuracy limits of existed techniques. And this situation is very similar if some another experiments would be considered -it seems that the physics is now on the stage when rising the accuracy of the experiments on a order of value should lead to essential improvement of our knowledge about the Nature.
For example, to test the informational concept (though the results of all proposed in this paper experiments could be used, of course, in the physics outside this concept also) it may be rather interesting to measure (the details see [1] , [2] ):
(1) -to measure square root of the fine structure constant, α. Now its value is equal ≈ 0.085424542…when it is possible that it is a periodical fraction 0.08(5424) =21354/249975; (2) -it is possible that biding energy and corresponding common informational t-IC of the Kelectrons of 104 and heavier elements exceeds the common t-IC of some particles in a black hole. So it is not impossible, that the properties of these K-electrons differ to some extent from that of free electron; (3) -it is possible that Planck mass particles are the block holes. In this case, to comply with the estimations of the dark matter density, the number of these particles should be 10 -16 -10 -17 of the number of the baryons. It is not impossible that -with very little probability -the (gravitational) interaction of the Planck mass and "Matter" particles can occur that should result in creating of a number of "Matter particles" having total energy ≈10 19 GeV. Such a event can be detected in some large detector.
